Evoke H4, Oak, AUS
151108

SRP AU $349.99
Fine-tuned by our UK engineers for the best possible
audio reproduction, the Evoke H4 will make the music
you love sound even better.

Colour

PRODUCT DETAILS
Evoke H4 brings you crystal clear digital radio and Bluetooth music streaming. Easy to use and simple connectivity to
popular portable devices, Evoke H4 is the ideal digital radio and wireless speaker that can be enjoyed by all members
of the family. The large, vibrant, ultra-clear screen allows you to view radio programme information and artwork in full
colour. Evoke H4 is available in a classic oak or walnut finish.

More stations, digital quality

DAB digital radio brings you a diverse range of great content in highly-detailed, digital-quality sound much of which is
only available on digital radio. Digital radios automatically find all your available stations and let you select them by
name, and there’s also FM for any station that have not yet gone digital.

Evoke H4 is also Digital Tick approved so you can be rest assured that your radio is ready for any future FM to digital
radio switchover.

Bluetooth connectivity

Evoke H4 can be used as a wireless speaker with your laptop, smartphone or tablet devices. Simple to connect and
control, Evoke H4 will allow you to enjoy your favourite TV shows, movies and music apps loud and clear.

Advanced audio engineering

Evoke H4 uses the latest speaker technology from Pure, previously found in the premium Evoke C-D range. This
quality speaker is driven by high powered class D amplification for class-leading audio performance. The rear of the
rigid enclosure and acoustic port have been designed to ensure great sound wherever you choose to position it,
whether it’s against a wall, on a worktop or shelf.
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Colour screen

Evoke H4 has a vibrant and informative 2.8” full colour TFT display. The large, ultra-clear screen makes accessing the
growing number of digital radio stations a breeze. View your favourite station’s information and slideshow artwork in
full colour.

Slideshow artwork

An increasing number of digital radio stations are broadcasting artwork and programme information. Evoke H4 can
display this visual content in full screen and full colour.

Simple to use

Practical button layout and a vibrant display makes operating Evoke H4 a pleasurable experience. Browsing menus,
selecting stations and adjusting settings is both simple and intuitive.

Alarm and clock

Evoke H4 includes an automatically updating clock and two alarms. With Evoke H4 you are able to wake up to your
favourite radio station or tone alarm.

Snooze Handle

When the alarm sounds, a simple touch the handle will allow you to snooze.

Additional connections

Evoke H4 includes a headphone output for private listening and an auxiliary input for connecting to any device.

ChargePAK

Evoke H4 can be powered by the supplied main adapter or with the optional ChargePAK F1. This ChargePAK will give
you up to 50 hours of truly portable listening.

Specs
Product Attributes
EAN:

0759454830007

Manufacturer number:

VL-63000

Product weight:

2.16 kilograms
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